
One Company...
  serving many markets,
    when quality counts.
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Landscape & Irrigation

Lawn & Garden / Nursery

Hardware & Hardscapes

Sports Surface Maintenance

Agricultural Supply

Aquatic Weed Maintenance

Asphalt & Concrete Construction

Seal Coating & Waterproofing

Facility Maintenance

Rental

Public Works & Utilities

Commercial / Industrial Contractor Supply

Government / Local, State and Federal

Decorative Concrete

Industrial and Marine Floor & Surface Coating

Tile & Terrazzo

We practice business as if we were our customer...

                                                                           Many of our core tools are made in Warsaw, 
                                                                                          Indiana, and for over two decades, all of us at 
Midwest Rake Company have worked very hard to earn and sustain a reputation for producing 
and offering tools of quality and distinction... for creativity and innovation, and for technical help 
and sales support before and after the sale.

Although many years ago it all began with one landscape rake that soon became an industry 
standard; today, Midwest Rake Company serves many diverse markets, while holding true to our
original commitment to quality, innovation and support after the sale.  We are pleased to serve
thousands of customers from within the following markets:

We believe that the true cost of a tool is the sum of times you have to replace it... 
our quality consciousness is no accident.

We are thankful for and take great pride in the market segments we serve; for the 
demands and expectations of the “best” only serve to make us better as a company.

Our business depends on relationships - long-term relationships.  That is why we work 
hard to continue to earn the privilege of working with our customers.  It is our goal to 
build our customers’ business, for in doing so, we build our own.

We believe that our products are the face of each and every employee of Midwest 
Rake Company.

We believe that our success is dependent upon the satisfaction of each and every 
customer we serve... small as well as large.

We do not deny access to the resale of our products based on minimum purchase 
requirements in any form; for no customer is too small.

We create many new tools based on customer demand and are well known for our 
talent in design engineering.

We see many of our designs and quality features copied.  We believe this to be the 
ultimate compliment; yet although copied, our products are never successfully duplicated.

We are a toolmaker.

    
    

    
 As you travel through our catalog, look for                           These products are proudly 100% made in the U

SA
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                                                                    Do the same tool companies who supply you with tools also 
                                                                       supply the “guys” down the street?  How can you stand out and 
                                                                       separate yourself from the rest?  Midwest Rake Company cares a lot 
             about quality, durability, and long-term customer relationships...it’s not 
always only a matter of price and product turns.

Midwest Rake Company offers tools of quality and durability seldom found in the aisles of the big stores.  
We also offer many exclusive and unique products for the contractor and discerning homeowner markets.

Secondly, the broad range of markets we serve allows you to penetrate new markets; thereby capturing 
new sales and adding to your bottom line.  Many of our distributor partners tell us that it’s not just our 
quality that counts; they like getting such a great range of products from ONE SOURCE.

Thirdly, Midwest Rake Company also has a long history of manufacturing private label products for both 
our distributor partners and fellow manufacturers alike.  Picture your label and colors on several of our 
quality tools.  Nothing inspires folks more than a quality product that carries your name.  As well, we build and 
label a lot of product for other manufacturers and distributors...this is sometimes a smaller world than we think.

In sum, you don’t have to compete head-to-head when selling tools.  Midwest Rake Company does not 
practice “cheap to compete”.  We have a loyal and growing following of folks who use tools to make a 
living, who don’t want to buy tools every year and who choose to rely on the craftsmanship and the 
American made origin of many Midwest Rake Company products.

We sell “Distinction”...
your separation from 
the rest.

We offer many “100% Indiana Made” 
tools...a difference we’re proud of...
an advantage to you.

                                                                                                                 Sooner, not later, the “origin of products” will
                                                                                                                      become a major control issue...”Where is this
                                                                                                                 made?”...a question that will be more frequently
                                                                   asked.  We do make many of our core products right here in Warsaw, 
Indiana.  By doing so, we better control the manufacturing process and the quality outcome of the 
products we sell you.  Making and building our own products also affords us greater control over supply 
and delivery schedules.

Quality is no accident...not something we hope for...but something we position ourselves to control, 
particularly in governing the growth we are experiencing.

We are still a “Toolmaker”...not 
just a distributor of tools made 
by others.

                                                                                                We take great pride in being called upon to 
                                                                                                     translate ideas into realities...tools to be specific.  Many
                                                                                                 of our tools and most of the quality features we build
                                 into our tools have come from the minds and experience of professionals and discerning 
homeowners within the many different markets we serve; those who already use our tools.

Midwest Rake Company has a long history of creativity and innovation; from the superior bracing systems 
we build into our tools, the special recipe we require in the aluminum we use, and the many unique and 
exclusive tools we now offer.  There is always a lot of pressure in our “new product” pipeline...

But most importantly, because we make much of what we sell, we are far better positioned to react to 
product related issues and customer concerns if they occur.

“Quality” is an increasingly valuable commodity out there...a growing thirst for it...too bad it ever got this way...
but the old pendulum swings both ways.

Your “EDGE”...A Separation from the Rest

                                                                   As you review this catalog and our website midwestrake.com, 
                                                                      you will quickly see that we serve many different markets, with a 
                                                                     “surprising” variety of quality and special tools.

Over the years, we have partnered with and seen nearly all of our distributors expand into new markets, 
broadening their product base and harvesting new revenue fields.

Our product diversity can be your gain...we can help you penetrate the many markets we serve.  We can add
to your bottom line.

Our product diversity 
can be your gain...
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All products (exceptions noted below) carry a LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY 
against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship.  At the discretion 

of Midwest Rake Company, any product claimed to be defective may be issued 
a Return Authorization number (RA#) by Midwest Rake Customer Service and 
then returned for inspection to Midwest Rake Company.  We may repair, 
replace or issue credit for any tool or accessory that our examination 
determines to be within this warranty for the lifetime of the tool.  
Automatic deductions will not be allowed.

Midwest Rake Company assumes no liability for consequential damage caused 
by a product’s failure to conform to the written warranty except where required 

by law.  Please call us at 800-815-7253 for assistance with any warranty claim.

                          Warranty Exceptions
                                                   Tools or accessories which are abused or worn out from normal use are excluded  
                                                   from this warranty.  Striking tools are also excluded from this warranty.

We are easy to do business 
with...why should it be any 
other way?

                                                                                   At Midwest Rake Company, we value the growing size of our 
                                                                                       customer base as much as we value the sales we realize from
                                                                                       a single customer.  The total number of customers we serve 
                                  combined with the diversity of the markets we supply is our greater strength.  
No customer is too small, and we welcome the purchase of a few tools with the same enthusiasm as with 
the purchase of many.

Midwest Rake Company has no minimum purchase requirements.  If you need one tool, you can buy 
one tool...and we welcome your business.  We do offer pricing discounts, depending on the dollar amount of 
every purchase order.

We also drop-ship products around the world.  We help you save money by doing so.  We are also equipped 
and experienced in providing not only technical support, but also next day delivery when the job requires it; for 
in fact, we have two customers for most every sale...you and your customer.

We try to honor God in all we do.                                                                                                     Although it’s often a struggle and we stumble and 
fall along the way, we thank God for the success of Midwest Rake Company and recognize the Bible as the 
best road map for living and doing business.  No apologies.  This does not make us better than anyone else, 
but it does mean that we try hard to work with others the way we would like them to work with us.  
We value relationships as well as sales.

We offer “unique” sales support 
before and after the sale...it’s our 
commitment to your success.

                                                                                                       If you are successful, so are we.  Before the sale, we
                                                                                                       offer as much technical and tool selection support 
                                                                                                       as you need. 

After the sale, if you desire, we can very effectively help drive business to your door via our unique 
“Custom Flyer Program”.  Call us for details.

Again, your success is our business...your success is our success.  We will do all we can to reasonably and 
responsibly guarantee our mutual prosperity.

Your “EDGE”...A Separation from the Rest

L i m i t e d  L i f e t i m e  W a r r a n t y
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Heavy Bars

Post Drivers

85366

85364

85368

85304

For digging, prying
 and tamping

LANDSCAPE BAR
When nothing else will do!

85332

Long Reach Post Driver
Allows the user to pound 

a post without standing 

on a bucket or ladder, 

which can be awkward and 

dangerous

MWR
Item No.

85620

85623

85630

85633

Description

2½” Square Tube Post Driver

3” Square Tube Post Driver

2½” Square Tube Long Reach Post Driver

3” Square Tube Long Reach Post Driver

MWR
Item No.

Net Wt. Ea.
lbs. 

Nom. Dimensions
in. 

1” x 48”

1 x 60 

1 x 72 

1-1/4 x 60

1 x 69 

1-1/4 x 69

12

14 

17 

18

17 

29 

85304

85364

85367

85368

85366

85332

Description

Wrecking Bar

San Angelo Bar, Hex Shank

San Angelo Bar, Hex Shank (not shown)

Pinch Point Bar, Tapered

Post Hole Digger Bar, Rd. Shank

Landscape Bar, Rd. Shank

Weighted and reinforced steel heads provide 19 pounds of power on 
the 2½” square tubing and 22 pounds of power on the 3” square tubing, 
which makes easy work out of driving steel fence posts, while minimizing 
damage to posts.  Handles are engineered and tapered for improved hand 
placement.  Powder-coated red for visibility.

• All steel construction

• Choice of 2½” or 3” square tubing

• Long reach handle also available on both
  2½” and 3” models

• Powder-coated

• Heavy-duty construction
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Compost Spreader

• 24” x 18” Compost Spreader

See page 35

Cultivator and Hoes

• 4 Prong Cultivator with 54” Wood Handle

• Loop Hoe with 60” Wood Handle

• Garden Hoe with 60” Wood Handle

See page 42 and 44

Striking Tools

• Small Hammers and Mallets

• Drilling Hammers

• Engineering and Sledge Hammers

   with Wood Handles

• Engineering and Sledge Hammers

   with Fiberglass Handles

• Axes

• Picks and Mattocks

See page 54 - 56

Heavy Bars

• San Angelo Bars

• Pinch Point Bar

• Post Hole Digger Bar

• Heavy-Duty Landscape Bar

See page 57

85755

42141 42004 42441

41510 85547 41560

85364

85368

85366
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Product Flyers

Product “sell sheets” for a variety of tools and tool families are available to 

assist your “targeted marketing”...just another beneit of choosing Midwest 

Rake Company.  Here’s a sampling... 

Flexible Bed
Spiked Shoes
A Revolution in SAFETY...

46140

46141

46142

46143

46129

Size Small (Shoe size 6 - 7-1/2) 

Size Medium (Shoe size 8 - 9-1/2)

Size Large (Shoe size 10 - 11-1/2)

Size Extra-Large (Shoe size 12 - 13-1/2)

Replacement Spikes (set of 40)See what else 
      is new...

www.midwestrake.com

P.O. Box 1674, Warsaw, Indiana  46581-1674

800-815-RAKE (7253)  •  574-267-8508  Fax

• The “safest” spiked shoes available
• Maximum comfort, it and lexibility
• Toe and heel guards
• Snap-lock buckle system
• 20, 1/2” replaceable spikes per shoe 
   (18 on size small)
• ”Better than a golf shoe...”

Original Tip Spikes

for use with 

High Performance

Floor Coatings

2008

World of 

Concrete 

MIP 

Winner

Original Tip

Item # 87028

A tool that works...

   Environmentally safe...

       American made.

One of the best 

  designs available

PO Box 1674  •  Warsaw, Indiana 46581-1674
800-815-7253  •  574-267-8508 FAX
www.midwestrake.com

Front roll bar supports

heavy loads when dumping

Flat free knobby tire,

grease ittings Cross brace location

won’t impede step

All-steel undercarriage

12 gauge steel

tray reinforced 

with solid steel 

straps

Steel handles with

cushion grips

•  All steel design assembles in less

    than 10 minutes

•  The 12 gauge, 6 cubic foot tray is

    reinforced at the bottom with a 

    1/4”  “H” strap to prevent damage 

    when used for hauling rock or 

    concrete

•  The front roll bar supports heavy

    loads when dumping

•  The location of the cross bar does

    not impede step

Item # 85730

Item # 85731

by Midwest Rake Company

49510

This exclusive scoop is the perfect tool for sifting and 
removing debris when top-dressing athletic ields, courses, 
and diamonds.  It sifts debris from sand and all types of soil.  
Great for screening and sifting rocks and unwanted material
                   during pre-seeding and pre-sodding of lawns and
                   landscapes.  Multiple agricultural uses as well.

• Heavy-duty, lightweight construction

• One piece injection molded 
   polypropylene 

• 14” x 17” scoop style head with 27” 
   D-grip handle

• Strategically placed holes allow for 
   maximum sifting action

• Patented design 

P.O. Box 1674, Warsaw, Indiana 46581-1674
800-815-RAKE (7253)  •  574-267-8508 FAX
w w w. m i d w e s t ra ke. co m

•14 gauge tempered steel heads

• Thick walled iberglass handles

• 5” double dipped grip or 1 piece molded D-grip

• Solid iberglass reinforcing core at head-to-
   handle connection

• Crimped collar and riveted head-to-handle 
   connection

• Lightweight

These revolutionary and patented shovels are highly valued for 
their mud and muck releasing “hole” design, as well as their sifting 
capabilities.  A superior tool when digging in mud, clay, and water 
saturated materials, but also ideal when sifting debris from sand, 
gravel, grain, sports ield top dressing materials and prior to seeding 
and/or sod placement.  Popular within the landscaping and 
irrigation, park/sports turf maintenance, public works/utility 
and agricultural markets.

Markets for 

Toolite® Shovels
•  Waterworks

•  Utilities & Public Works

•  Irrigation & Landscaping

•  Agriculture & Rice Growing

•  Sports

•  General Construction

 A 
“Super Star”

 in Sports

U.S. Patent 
5,601,325

Mud & Muck 
Releasing Blades

4
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4
9
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4
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 #1 
Best 

Seller

4
9

5
0

2

 #2 
Best 

Seller

“Prim
e”

MWR
Item No.

49500

49501

49502

49503

49507

49510

49538

Handle Type

48” Fiberglass

29” Fiberglass D-Grip

48” Fiberglass

29” Fiberglass D-Grip

29” Fiberglass D-Grip 

27” Polypropylene D-Grip

28” Overall Length (D-Grip)

Head
Type

#2 Round

#2 Round

#2 Square

#2 Square

14” Drain Spade

14” x 17” Scoop

#2 Round

4
9

5
0

7

49538

Easy-Dig Mud & Muck

Releasing & Sifting

Shovels & Scoop Snow Roof RakeSignature

“Shingle Saver” Snow Roof Rake
NEW!

Remove snow from your roof from ground level, without climbing on ladders 
or on the roof...prevents ice dams, saves costly repairs - insurance industry
recommended.

• Ultra lightweight aluminum in 16’ and 21’ lengths
• 24” Blade width, 4-5/8” blade depth
• Twisted aluminum braces attach to top of blade 
   resulting in no interference with snow 
   removal
• Aluminum handles connect using spring 
   steel snap pins for easy assembly and 
   disassembly
• Flexible polymer “SHINGLE SAVER” 
   protective sleeve is 24” wide and attaches 
   to the full width of the head (included in box)
       • Packaged in UPS-able POP box

a Midwest Rake Company Exclusive

P.O. Box 1674 •  Warsaw, Indiana 46581-1674

800-815-RAKE (7253)  •  574-267-8508 Fax

www.midwestrake.com

96716 16’ 3-section in 59” UPS-able POP Box

96721 21’ 4-section in 59” UPS-able POP Box

96758 5’ Extension Handle

Remove snow from your roof from ground level, without climbing on ladders or on the 
roof...prevents ice dams, saves costly repairs - insurance industry recommended.

• Ultra lightweight aluminum in 16’ length
• 24” Blade width, 4-5/8” blade depth
• Twisted aluminum braces attach to top of blade 
   resulting in no interference with snow removal
• Telescoping handles with snap-pin engagement for 
   easy assembly and storage
• 3-section 16’ rake (96022) comes in standard POP box
• 4-section 16’ rake (96322) comes in UPS-able POP box
• 4’ (96048) and 5’ (96060) extension handles are available
   for either rake
• The lexible polymer “SHINGLE SAVER”  protective sleeve
   (96701) is an available option for either rake      

NEW!
Optional “SHINGLE SAVER” sleeve 

attaches to the “Signature”

 Snow Roof Rake heads

96022 16’ 3-section in POP Box

96322 16’ 4-section in UPS-able POP Box

96048 4’ Extension Handle

96060 5’ Extension Handle

96701 Shingle Saver Sleeve Only

96022 shown with 96048

SPORTS TURF MANAGEMENT
THE Tools For...

Midwest Rake Company is the leading 

“toolmaker” and supplier of choice to 

many different sports and recreational 

venues from the amateur to the 

professional level.  The highly trained 

and passionate professionals who care 

for these “sportscapes” demand tools 

of quality and durability in caring for 

some of the most demanding landscapes 

and sports surfaces in the world.

High Performance 
Floor & Surface Coating Tools

Application Squeegees... To apply fl oor/surface coating systems
Profi le of frame

No notch 79205

16” EPDM 24” EPDM 16” Red Rubber 24” Red Rubber

1/8” notch 79225

OR

1/4” notch 79265

No notch 79210

1/8” notch 79230

1/4” notch 79270

No notch 79705

1/8” notch 79725

1/4” notch 79765

No notch 79710

1/8” notch 79730

1/4” notch 79770

Threaded adapter

EPDM Reversible blade

1 Choose the frame      2 Buy the blade

“Construct Your Own” Application Squeegee

78000
16” Squeegee 
Frame

78010
24” Squeegee 
Frame

78546
A “Complete Tool.”
16” application squeegee
frame with a 16”, no-notch (fl at)
EPDM blade.  Milled threaded
handle adapter.

78128
A “Complete Tool.”
24” application squeegee
frame with a 24”, 1/8” notched
EPDM blade.  Milled threaded
handle adapter.

EPDM (solvent resistant) blades
are reversible (notched

on both sides), for
added value

Red Rubber blades
are also solvent

resistant and
more

fl exible

Rubber is also 
available by the roll - see price 

guide for details.
• Additional frame and blade widths are available  (up to 48”)
• Squeegees with fi xed powder-coated aluminum handles are available

P.O. Box 1674, Warsaw, Indiana  46581-1674

800-815-RAKE (7253)  •  midwestrake.com

Gauge Rakes

Wire Gauge Rake

CAM® Gauge Rake

We use a “radial” edge CAM®     
design which maintains 
uniform coating thickness, 
even at varying handle 
angles and lengths.

Other sizes are available

• More contact points (6) for use with uneven  
   fl oors as well as more level surfaces
• Depth settings from 0” to 5/8”
• Contact points are formed in a radial, loop 
   fashion
• Ideal for applying more fl uid, self-leveling
   materials at a uniform depth
• Frame is available in 24” and 36” widths with 
   a milled threaded handle adapter or a fi xed 
   powder-coated aluminum handle

• Ideal “goof-proof” tool for the application of a
   wide variety of coating materials, from self-
   leveling epoxies to more viscous cementitious
   decorative concrete overlays
• Applies material at pre-set controlled and uniform
   depths
• CAM® sets are sold separately
• Frames are available with a milled threaded handle adapter or 
  fi xed powder-coated aluminum handle in 12”, 24”, and 36” widths, 
  as well as a hand-held model

24” with Threaded Handle Adapter - 58609
24” with Powder-Coated Aluminum Handle - 58624

24” with Threaded Handle Adapter - 57000
24” with Powder-Coated Aluminum Handle - 57001

A Sampling of...

Our Most
Popular

Sizes

1/16” - 57081

1/8” - 57082

1/4” - 57084

Decorative Concrete Tools
                                                                                                             A patented “goof-proof” tool which applies a range of 
                                                                                                            materials at a precise, specifi ed, and uniform depth.  
For use in applying decorative concrete “toppings,” self leveling/high performance fl oor coating 
materials, and underlayments in the fl oor-covering markets.  CAM® depth settings range from 1/32” 
to 1-1/2”.  A must have tool for the decorative concrete and fl oor coating contractor.  

1/32”
57078
size A

1/24”
57079
size B

1/16”
57081
size 1

1/8”
57082
size 2

3/16”
57083
size 3

1/4”
57084
size 4

5/16”
57085
size 5

3/8”
57086
size 6

1/2”
57088
size 8

Our Most
Popular

Sizes

1/8” - 57082

1/4” - 57084

3/8” - 57086

CAM® Gauge Rakes

We use a “radial” edge CAM®     
design which maintains 
uniform coating thickness, 
even at varying handle 
angles and lengths.

57044

57001
24” frame with 66” handle

10” Hand-held
CAM® Gauge
Rake Frame            

Larger CAM® Sets:

1” CAM® Set
57096 (size 16)

1-1/2” CAM® Set
57104 (size 24)

5/8” CAM® Set
57090 (size 10)

24” with Threaded Handle Adapter - 57000

24” with 66” Powder-Coated Aluminum Handle - 57001

Each CAM® in sizes 1-16 has three contact points machined to the same depth, sizes A & B have six contact points, size 24 has two contact points.

Smoother/Spreader
This tool is lightweight, yet durable.  It features a 
22”  frame with a 23-1/2” x 2”  heat-treated steel 
blade, fan-shaped for next to wall coverage, and a 
reversible “threaded” handle adapter assembly 
allowing for use as a smoother or spreader.                                

Many handle options 
are available - see
our website.  Use 

#SP20215 (wood)
or aluminum 

powder-coated
 handle.

Long handled “troweling” 
action, too...

MWR
Item No. Description

Smoother with Threaded Handle Adapter78930

MWR
Item No. Description

With Threaded Handle Adapter78906

78907

Blade
Size in.

24

24With 66” Powder-Coated Aluminum Handle

Flexible Blade Smoother
This fl exible 24” x 5” rounded corner steel blade is bent and angled 
to maximize blade contact with a range of surface coating materials.  
This smoothing tool can also serve as a spreading tool and even a surface 
preparation tool.  It is most often used when troweling and/or 
smoothing overlay/underlay material  (toppings) of a more 
cementitious composition prior to surface treatment.  
The blade is  contained in a durable aluminum frame with 
our superior gusset bracing system.  This tool is 
available with a threaded handle adapter or with 
a 66” powder-coated aluminum handle.  
Straight blade smoothers are also 
available.

Blue
Steel 
Blade

P.O. Box 1674, Warsaw, Indiana  46581-1674

800-815-RAKE (7253)  •  midwestrake.com

Notched Application Squeegees...the right tool for primers
Ideal for use with primer and other self-leveling materials, these quality clamp-style squeegees allow for 
easy blade exchange and are available with threaded handle adapters or “fi xed” powder-coated aluminum 
handles.  The most durable on the market, these quality frames can be used over and over again, requiring
                                              only the purchase of replacement blades.  Many additional widths and notch sizes are 
                                              available.  The product shown has a 24” wide head and a solvent-resistant “reversible”
                                            red rubber blade - fl at (no notch) on one side, 1/8” on the other side.  A great value.

24” with Threaded Handle Adapter - 78129

Replacement Blade - 79730

1/8” Notch

A Sampling of our...

The difference...

Try one... 
     don’t take our word for it.

•   “Dual and Convertible” gusset and wrap-around bracing systems (the Goliath 
    features both)...  “One” lute that can satisfy multiple user bracing preferences

Gusset bracing

•  Heads made of our own aluminum/magnesium recipe

•  82” powder-coated aluminum handle

•  Bolted-through “bracing-to-handle” and “handle-to-head” connection points.

•  Unmatched and first in quality... when lutes are used as tamps... the Goliath
    will endure the punishment

•  100% made in the USA... will soon be a bigger deal!

Visit www.midwestrake.com for more lute and asphalt/sealcoating tools.

• A variety of head widths and handle lengths are available.
• Replacement components are available.

NOTE:

56137

Midwest Rake
Product No.

36” head width, 1-1/8” diameter handle
82” handle length

Product
Description

56437 36” head width, 1-3/8” diameter handle
82” handle length

Exclusive

by Midwest Rake Company
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P.O. Box 1674 • Warsaw, Indiana  46581-1674
800-815-RAKE (7253) • 574-267-8508 Fax
w w w . m i d w e s t r a k e . c o m

“The real
cost of a tool

is the sum of the
times you have
to replace it...”

Wrap-around
bracing

Dual and Convertible
Bracing

A Midwest Rake
Exclusive

Light Lute Head

Item #49961

NEW“ALL- STEEL” TOOLS

PO Box 1674  •  Warsaw, Indiana 46581-1674

800-815-7253  •  574-267-8508 FAX  •  www.midwestrake.com

Item #63147

24” Head Width

Item #63146

18” Head Width

 
more!

All-Steel 

landscape rakes

All steel teeth, bolted head-to-handle 

connection and 64-1/2” 

steel handle

For installing landscape 

lighting, irrigation line , 

landscape edging, 

and more...

8-1/4” wide and nearly 10” long blade with 

1-1/4” step, generous “T” handle and 45”

overall length

All-Steel 

trencher/edger

All-Steel Spades

Closed back with forward step

and 27” steel D-grip handle

Item #49958
15” Head

42” Overall Length

Item #49957
12” Head

39” Overall Length

Generous Steel

Step

Item #49045

Generous Steel

Step

Not polished...just powerful.

Item #49961

“ALL- STEEL”
Landscape Lighting

TRENCHER

PO Box 1674  •  Warsaw, Indiana 46581-1674

800-815-7253  •  574-267-8508 FAX  •  www.midwestrake.com

Generous 

Steel

Step

Not polished...just powerful.

The Tool...

     All Steel

The Blade...

     8-1/4” wide and nearly
   10” long

The Step...

     Generous 1-1/4” step

The Handles...

     Strong “T” handle 
    with grips
   (45” overall length)
    or 48” straight handle

Item #49045

For installing landscape 

lighting, irrigation line , 

landscape edging, 

and more...

Item #49044

ProGrade & Heavy-Duty Spring Brace Rakes

NEW!
Double bolted head-to-handle 

connection - through a 4” steel 

collar

ProGrade
 
• Oversized heavy-duty replaceable spring

• Large 1” diameter handle

• 54” blue powder-coated aluminum 

   handle with 6” vinyl grip

• Double bolted through head-to-

   handle connection

• 24” head with 24 heavy-duty steel 

   continuous tines or 18” head with 

   18 heavy-duty steel continuous

   tines

Heavy-Duty
 

• Oversized heavy-duty
 replaceable spring

•Double bolted through 

head-to-handle connection

• 24” head with 24 heavy-duty steel 

   continuous tines or 18” head with 

   18 heavy-duty steel continuous tines

• 15/16” x 54” hardwood handle

NEW!
Heavy-Duty 

Replaceable Spring

MWR
Item No.

40912

40924

40932

40936

40955

Description

24/24 Heavy-Duty Spring Brace Rake, Wood Handle - Bulk 12 Pack 

24/24 ProGrade Spring Brace Rake, Powder-Coated Aluminum Handle - Bulk 12 Pack 

18/18 Heavy-Duty Spring Brace Rake, Wood Handle - Bulk 12 Pack

18/18 ProGrade Spring Brace Rake, Powder-Coated Aluminum Handle - Bulk 12 Pack 

Replacement Spring

P.O. Box 1674

Warsaw, Indiana  46581-1674

574-267-8508 FAX

Visit us at www.midwestrake.com

Call us at 1-800-815-RAKE (7253)

Underside of 4” collar

Why Midwest Rake?
This is what our customers say...

• “Your “NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS” means a lot.”

• ”You drop-ship...and that means less warehouse inventory for us.”

• ”We want the “multiple market” range of your product lines...not only
    can we use you to consolidate purchasing, but we can use you to help 
    us penetrate new markets.”

• ”We like your quality and service.”

• ”Your pricing is competitive...especially when you add your quality.”

• ”Thanks for the “custom” colors and labels...this gives us separation

    from our competitors.”

• ”You service both “coasts” very well from Indiana.”
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